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undoubtedly shape the narrative of the debate working with Congressman Goodlatte. After the DACA 

meeting on January 11, 2018 Lindsey Graham stated, in response to a reporters DACA question that, "We 

are sharing it with our colleagues that deals with all the four areas that Kevin McCarthy outlined. Border 

security. DACA. Chain migration and diversity lottery. The president challenged that group that he met with 

a couple of days ago to come up with an idea. We have an idea. It's bipartisan. There is no deal. I want to 

shop around my colleagues and see what their appetite is." Senator Graham further stated that "the President 

was very gracious" in holding that meeting sharing the Company sentiment. "And I think he appreciated the 

fact that people are putting ideas forward." Making sure President Trump has the best solutions at his 

disposal is of the utmost importance. The Company has articulated various solutions to the Presidential 

Administration that have become more than relevant, and everyone that worked on this initiative should be 

congratulated. Years of hard work has brought us to this point. Moving away from the four major aspects of 

the legislation that Press Secretary Sanders outlined, the dialogue shifts to one of the Department of 

Treasury, the Department of Commerce, and the Department of Homeland Security. With Congressman 

Graham leading the initiative on the micro internal aspects of the bill he will need the support of a unified 

vision to advance his bargaining position. The lease of the 

space off the U.S. - Mexico border wall will be constructed 

similarly to a federal land lease. As a precondition to the 

Company retaining the rights to the solar panels assurances 

have been made to supplement the Treasury a percentage 

Last weeks dialogue around border security, chain 

migration, ending the visa lottery, and revising DACA 

was productive. However, much work has yet to be 

done. Senator Graham has emerged from the debate 

wishing to take leadership on this initiative. Senator 

Graham's interest is most welcome, and he will 
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of revenues generated from the Quantum - Trump 

border wall. Again, at full capacity the Quantum - 

Trump border wall will generate some $291Billion 

dollars in energy at .12cents per kWh, which output 

load is variable depending upon conditions, and 

demand. Briefly, this precondition to the contractual 

framework for the Quantum - Trump border wall is 

necessary as it relates to the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act $1.5-2Trillion dollar price tag. Supplementing the 

Treasury at a fixed percentage of revenues until the Company, in collaboration with the Presidential 

Administration and Department of Commerce, reach full export capacity will offset the Tax Cuts and Jobs 

Act's deficit projections. This amounts to the Company cutting the Treasury a check for between 

$91Billion dollars to $100Billion dollars per year, allowing the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act to pay for itself. This 

allows the Company to highlight its business transition, and allows the Presidential Administration to 

highlight its international trade diplomacy with solutions on the size, scale, and magnitude necessary to 

execute key strategic regional objectives redirecting any value hyper-protectionist market friction. Again, 

this is the United States, and what makes this such a special place is that through debate the best solutions 

prevail. That being said, it is not the Company's position to cut out the contractors that submitted bids to 

build the border wall. In fact, President Trump during the DACA meeting outlined a "one year" time frame 

to build the wall. This ambitious time frame will require some Twenty Thousand contractors, foreman, 

electricians, and everything in between to meet that demand. The Company's size allows it to outline a 

strategic set of project guidelines on the scale necessary to allow 

for a high standard of execution. This will help Senator Graham 

attract the bipartisan support necessary to advance the Presidential

Administrations initiatives on DACA allowing the Company to put
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 in place the federal contractual framework necessary to 

execute this solution. Once the Company's federal contractual 

framework is in place the Department of Commerce will 

come into view structuring new trade deals through the 

Quantum - Trump border wall. For example, Senator John 

McCain was adamant that pharmaceutical drug imports from Canada be made available in the U.S. 

Currently, Canada pays just over .12 cents per kWh so if we bring that price point to a solid .12 cents per 

kWh we could potentially get $4Billion dollars worth of generic pharmaceuticals imported from Canada. 

Senator John McCain's logic is then reapplied to Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, and so forth. This 

legislation will be a landmark achievement for the Presidential Administration. It is anticipated that the 

trade policy derived from the Company and the Department of Commerce will play a vital role in helping 

Israel shape its new trade policy laying down the foundation for the Middle Eastern Union. At this point 

the DHS should be happy with the overall optics of the strategy, and it is the Company's expectation that 

various inquiries will have been concluded allowing President Trump to delegate the potential 

introduction of Quantum - Trump border walls reapplication in Israel. This bipartisan strategy allows the 

credit from the successful implementation of the solution to be equally divided. This allows the Company 

to emerge as the corporate leader amongst its peers helping the U.S. to reappear as a revitalized economic 

superpower. It is only through the strategic collaboration of the Company, Department of Treasury, 

Department of Commerce, and divine bipartisan guidance of the Presidential Administration that Press 

Secretary Sanders four key demands can be met. Senator Lindsey Graham has been keen to notice how 

the economic backdrop shapes the dialogue for DACA negotiations, and the Company is grateful for the 

opportunity to work with Senator Graham on this bipartisan initiative. When discussed in this context 

the Quantum - Trump border wall not only meets the four key 

legislative objectives, but provides the U.S. a path back to 

hegemony winning the hearts and minds of the American people. 
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